Abstract-Geo-Social networks (GSN) significantly improve location-aware capability of services by offering geo-located content based on the huge volumes of data generated in the GSN. The problem of user location prediction based on user generated data in GSN has been extensively studied. However, existing studies are either concerning predicting users' next check-in location or predicting their future check-in location at a given time with coarse granularity. An unified model that can predict both scenarios with fine granularity is quite rare. Also, due to the heterogeneity of multiple factors associated with both locations and users, how to efficiently incorporate these information still remains challenging.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the popularity of intelligent mobile terminals and the progress of positioning technology, Geo-Social Networks (GSN), which can simultaneously provide locationbased service and online social networking service, have become increasingly prevalent. Typical GSN platforms such as Foursquare enable users to check-in anytime and anywhere. Users are able to share check-in records with their friends, which bridges users' online behavior with offline mobility. As it is rich in temporal, spatial and semantic information, the huge volume of user check-in data generated in GSN makes it possible to explore intrinsic pattern of user mobility. Such patterns could predict where a user would visit in the future based on his/her historical check-in records. This application scenario has value for both individuals and the wider society. From the individual point of view, accurate location prediction can provide users with informative personalized product recommendation [1, 2] . From a societal view, such analysis can accurately predict where traffic jams would happen, thus can be helpful for urban intelligent transportation [3, 4] .
The problem of user check-in location prediction has been well-studied in recent years. From the perspective of prediction timeliness, existing studies can be classified into two categories, i.e. (1) Next check-in location prediction, which focuses on predicting where a user will go next given his/her historical check-in data; and (2) Anytime check-in location prediction, which aims to predict where a user will be at a given time far in the future. In practical application scenarios, next check-in location prediction pays more attention to the real-time nature of prediction results. Based on users' recent historical trajectories, it focuses on predicting their next visit location in a timely manner before they make a request, thus facilitating advertisers to launch mobile advertisements to targeted users. In contrast, anytime check-in location prediction focuses on mining users' mobility pattern from their longterm trajectories. It is able to predict where a user will be at a certain time in the future based on his/her mobility pattern, thus providing an effective means for authorities to monitor users of interest.
Up to now, an unified model that can predict both scenarios with fine granularity is quite rare. Most of the existing related works such as [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] are concerning predicting users' next check-in location. For a few studies such as [10, 11] that deal with predicting users' check-in location far in the future, they often ignore the integration effect of various factors on user check-in behavior. Moreover, many existing studies mainly conduct location prediction with a coarse granularity concerning only location category or the single day as the time measurement. For example, [12] can only predict what kind of location (i.e. location category, not an exact location) a given user will visit based on his/her historical check-in data, while [5] only makes prediction where a user will go at a given day (e.g. next Friday), rather than at a specific time. The practicability of such coarse-grained location prediction is narrowed in the increasingly fierce competition environment for locationbased services. For related works of both categories, they usually exploit various features such as temporal cyclic effect, geographical influence, sequential relation and semantic information to improve location prediction performance. Current studies often incorporate different contextual factors through a simple fusion strategy, i.e. modeling these factors as weighting coefficients. Although neural network-based techniques like [7] provide a new way of modeling different factors in an unified manner, the task is still challenging that how to effectively incorporate these features in the neural network framework and meanwhile achieve an explainable model [13] .
Unlike existing works, in this paper we aim at developing a unified model incorporating temporal-spatial context, semantic information, and sequential relation so as to realize both next check-in location prediction and anytime check-in location prediction. As we utilize the non-linear transformation to exploit different features in an integrated manner, the interpretability of the model can be naturally increased. Inspired by the recent success of word embedding in natural language processing and text mining, we propose a novel embedding model called Venue2Vec for fine-grained user location prediction in Geo-Social Networks. Locations of the same type and those that are geographically near or often visited successively by users will be closer in the embedding space. To fulfill this task, we firstly sample the random walk sequences over locations by using a mixture of location transition pattern (i.e. sequential relation) and geographical influence (i.e. spatial context). Then, a Skip-gram neural language model is applied to learn the embedding of each location, after which the corresponding semantic information is concatenated to obtain the final location vector. Thirdly, both the target user's preferences for his/her next visit and his/her preference at a given time (i.e. temporal context) can be calculated based on his/her past check-in records. Finally, the prediction result is produced based on the similarity between user preference and location vectors. Considering that users tend to visit geographically near places, we further incorporate a distance factor (i.e. spatial context) using kernel density estimation (KDE) in the final result. Figure 1 illustrates the graphical architecture of the proposed Venue2Vec model.
In this work, we train the proposed Venue2Vec model using three real-world GSN datasets. We visualize the obtained location embeddings and observe the clustering phenomenon, which indicates that the fusion of multiple factors improve the interpretability of the model. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• A novel embedding model named Venue2Vec is proposed, which naturally encodes temporal-spatial context, semantic information, and sequential relation in an unified manner for fine-grained user location prediction. To our knowledge, this is the first work that develops a unified model for user next check-in location prediction and anytime check-in location prediction at the same time.
• Based on the random walk sampling process, we manage to transfer the popular word embedding technique to a new application for learning location embeddings.
• Extensive experiments have been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the Venue2Vec model. With regard to user next check-in location prediction task, the proposed approach achieves the best performance with Acc@1 being as much as 13.2%, 11.1% and 5.7% higher than state-of-the-art approach on three datasets, respectively. As for anytime check-in location prediction task, our approach still outperforms the competitors with as much as 16.9%, 41.8% and 10.6% higher advantage on Acc@1 metric over three datasets, respectively. These results demonstrate the superiority of the proposed Venue2Vec model over state-of-the-art models.
• We verify that Venue2Vec model is time efficient as it can be implemented in parallel. The training time of different models on three GSN datasets shows that Venue2Vec model can save up to 80% training time on average due to the multi-worker strategy, which demonstrates the scalability of the proposed model for large-scale GSNs.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related works. Section III formalizes the location prediction problem. In Section IV, the details of Venue2Vec model are illustrated. Section V elaborates the experiments. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
It is believed that human mobility is predictable based on the historic records. In this section, we will review existing research works related to our work from two aspects, i.e. indicative features involved in user location prediction and mainstream location prediction solutions.
A. Indicative Features for User Location Prediction
Temporal Cyclic Effect. Adequate studies show that human activity has a strong time periodicity. Montjoye et al. [14] confirmed that users' check-in pattern may be cycled around one day or one week. Gao et al. [15, 16] studied the temporal cyclic patterns of user check-ins in terms of temporal consecutiveness, and Noulas et al. [17] incorporated the time periodicity as the most fundamental feature for users' next check-in location prediction. Geographical Influence. As addressed in [18] and [19] , users' check-in behavior holds a clustering property in space, namely, there exists a check-in center for each user, and the closer a user is to the center, the higher probability he will check-in there. Research in [20] and [21] incorporated the geographical influence using kernel density estimation into a weighted matrix factorization framework to alleviate the data sparseness in location prediction. Sequential Relation. The succession of human activities is not random, on the contrary, for example, we may visit the coffee shop after work or go to a hotel after landing at an airport. As a consequence, such sequential relation existing in human mobility is often exploited as a significant indicator for user location prediction [11, 17] . A typical assumption is that users' recent check-in locations usually have stronger influence than those locations visited long time ago [11] . Semantic Information. The textual description, which is one of the most representative meta-data of a location, has been widely utilized in user location prediction [22] [23] [24] . Zhang et al. [22] explored the predictive capability of location category (e.g. 'Food', 'Bar' and 'Shop') in personalized location recommendation. Wang et al. [23] studied the effectiveness of textual tags for location recommendation, while Yin et al. [24] used a semantic-coherent soft cluster of words associated with locations to predict a user's future check-in location.
More recently, a few researchers focused on trying to incorporate all the above features into one model [7, 25] . For example, Yin et al. [25] designed a probability generating model by jointly considering temporal cyclic effect, geographical influence and semantic information, and Liu et al. [7] combined these features into a neural network framework for location recommendation. However, these solutions usually fused different contextual factors using a simple strategy such as modeling them as weighting coefficients. In contrast, our work utilizes the non-linear transformation to exploit different features in an integrated manner, which can not only smoothly combine various factors in a shared latent space, but also work as a generic method.
B. Location Prediction Solutions
Existing solutions for location prediction include matrix factorization based methods [20] [21] [22] , Markov Chain (MC) based methods [11] , neighborhood based methods [26] and machine-learning based methods [27, 28] . Matrix factorization based methods have become the state-of-the-art approaches to collaborative filtering. The basic objective of matrix factorization in location prediction is to factorize a user-location preference matrix into two low rank matrices, each matrix represents the latent factors of users or locations. It has also been extended to be time-aware in recent years. However, it is hard for matrix factorization based models to generate latent representations of new users or new locations in the training data. Markov Chain based methods aim to predict the next check-in location of a user based on the past sequential checkin records. However, these methods generally assume that all the check-ins are linearly combined, which is indeed a strong independent assumption among factors [29] . Neighborhood based methods are widely used in collaborative filtering. They can be naturally effective for location prediction with both temporal and spatial contexts and usually have the advantage of being interpretable. However, neighborhood based methods are unable to model the underlying properties in users' sequential check-in behaviors. Machine-learning based methods such as the supervised scoring model and classification model proposed in [30] have been popular in user location prediction as they can mine indicative features automatically from users' check-in data. However, these methods often require that each user has sufficient check-in data for training, which is not realistic since users' check-in records are normally very sparse.
In recent years, embedding methods have proved to be effective in capturing linguistic regularities of how items (e.g. words in sentences) interact with each other [31] . Musto et al. [32] conduct an empirical study to evaluate the effectiveness of a simplified collaborative filtering recommendation framework that applies several word embedding techniques to model items and make recommendations to users. Experimental results in [33] also indicate the promise of word embedding for location recommendation. So far, only a few research efforts can be found that applies embedding methods for user location prediction. In contrast to previous works, this work proposes an embedding model called Venue2Vec that maps each location in GSN into a vector, which can be used to predict both users' next check-in location and users' future check-in location at anytime with the time granularity accurate to hour level. Based on the DeepWalk sampling technique [34] , Venue2Vec incorporates multiple context features (i.e. temporal-spatial context, semantic information as well as sequential relation) in an unified framework. Since the training data used for the model is sampled from global check-in data, it does not depend on the amount of a specific user's check-in records. Last but not least, Venue2Vec model proves to be more time efficient than other competitive approaches as it can be naturally parallelizable.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Without loss of generality, we firstly define the key data structures and notations used in this paper.
Definition 1: (Location). A location in GSN is defined as a uniquely identified specific site (e.g. a music bar or a coffee shop). A location contains three attributes: identifier, geographical coordinates and semantic information. For example, a movie theater in Tokyo (Japan) can be represented as {4b558a35f 964a520eae627e3, [35.673587359609904, 139 .76270735263824], Art & Entertainment}, where 4b558a35f 964a520eae627e3 is the identifier, [35.673587359609904, 139 .76270735263824] is the geographical coordinates of the theater, and the attributes Art & Entertainment denotes the category or type of the location.
Definition 2: (Check-in). In a GSN dataset, a check-in is defined as a triple (u, v, t), in which we say user u made a check-in at location v at time t.
Definition 3: (User Check-in Records). For each user u, his/her historical check-in records can be defined as a set of check-ins sorted using timestamp, i.e.
The two categories of location prediction problems in this paper are defined as follows.
Problem Definition 1: Next Check-in Location Prediction. Given a user u i with his/her historical check-in records up to time t n−1 , i.e. C ui = {< u, v 1 , t 1 >, < u, v 2 , t 2 >, ..., < u, v n−1 , t n−1 >}, the task is to predict top-N locations that u i will visit next at time t n , so that the exact location she will visit is ranked at the highest possible position.
Problem Definition 2: Anytime Check-in Location Prediction. Given a user u i and his/her historical check-in records C ui as well as a future time t that accurate to hour, our goal is to predict top-N locations that u i will visit at that time, so that the exact location she will visit is ranked at the highest possible position.
We note that the problem definitions given here are different from our previous work [30] . Here, we produce the prediction result using all possible candidate locations in the dataset, while our previous work only considers locations that a user has visited before, thus is limited and ineffective for predicting new places.
IV. MODEL DESCRIPTION
In this section, we firstly describe the steps taken to sample location sequences for model training. Then, we describe how to learn the vector-space representation of a location in GSN. Thirdly, two methods for user preference calculation are introduced. Finally, we explain how to produce the final prediction results.
A. Sequence Sampling
As mentioned above, we exploit work from natural language modelling to infer the embedding, i.e. the vector-space representation of a location in GSN. The motivation can be explained from two aspects. Firstly, if we consider the past check-in records of users as documents which consist of a list of locations, these locations could be naturally equivalent to words appearing in a language model corpus. With this, the sentences used by the language model can be mapped as the past preferences of users. Secondly, the purposes of the language model and the location prediction process are quite similar. Language model aims to predict the words based on the observed words, which can be considered as equivalent to predicting future locations based on those already visited.
To encode sequential relation and geographical influence of locations, we proposed a random walk method to learn the global transition probability between locations. Random walk with restart has been successfully used to measure the correlation between two nodes in a graph [35] . To achieve this goal, the foremost step is constructing the location sequences used in the Venue2Vec model. We adopt the DeepWalk sampling technique proposed in [34] to build the location network, where each node in the topology represents a location and the weight of each directed edge represents the probability of travelling from one node to another node.
As sequential relation and geographical influence are verified to be effective for user location prediction [6, 10, 28] , we construct the random walk sequences over locations by using a mixture of sequential relation and geographical influence. The random walk probability, i.e. the weights of an edge from location v i to location v j over the network is calculated according to the following equations:
where d(v i , v j ) denotes the Euclidean distance between location v i and v j using their coordinates, d and σ(d) are the mean and standard deviation of d(v i , v j ), respectively, and f (v i , v j ) is the transition frequency from location v i to location v j in the global training dataset. Indeed, κ(v i , v j ) depicts the geographical strength that one location v i relates to another location v j according to Waldo Tobler's First Law of Geography, i.e. "Everything is related to everything else, but near things tend to be more related than distant things." In equation (1), the first term in the right part captures the inherent geographical influence between locations, while the second term captures the sequential check-in behavior of users in GSN. α is used to then balance the two components. In the sampling process, for each location node, we start the random walk and sample k sequences from this node 1 . To ensure that there is sufficient corpus for model training we use k = 50. The length of each sequence is randomly determined, where we bound this between 50 and 100 steps.
An obvious advantage of sampling location sequences in such a manner is that relying on information obtained from short random walks makes it possible to accommodate small changes in the location network without the need for global re-computation. After these steps, we obtain the location sequences (similar to words in the textual documents) that can be used for model training.
B. Embedding Learning
The key technique used to infer the vector-space representation of a location is similar to Word2Vec [36] . Specifically, we apply the Skip-gram language model with hierarchical softmax to learn location embeddings. The Skip-gram model uses the current location to predict the locations around the current one. A location's embedding is learnt to maximize the probability of seeing its neighbors in the sampled sequences, through which the semantic and syntactic information of location sequences could be introduced into the embedding.
In the Skip-gram language model with hierarchical softmax, each input sample is in the form of (v, context(v)), where v is a location in the sequence and context(v) are the neighboring locations of v. Let the embedding vector of v be x v , the total path length from root node x v to leaf node v is l v , and d v j ∈ {0, 1} is the corresponding Hoffman code for v in the path, then we can formalize the probability that predicts context(v) using v as:
where the probability p(u|v) can be formalized as:
Then we obtain the joint probability for all locations in the corpus using the logarithmic likelihood form: To obtain the optimal vector representation of v, we need to maximize the above objective L. The stochastic gradient descend method is adopted to optimize L. We calculate the gradient of L to θ v j and x v respectively as follows:
Thereby, the updating rule for location embedding x v can be written as follows:
where η is the learning rate during the model training, and it is set to 0.025 according to [36] . As for the dimension size of location vectors and the window size (i.e. the context size) when we train the model using the Skip-gram model, they will be given in the experiments section (See section 5.4).
After the low-dimension vector representation of locations is obtained, we further concatenate the corresponding semantic information to the location vector representation. For example, with regard to the above movie theater in Tokyo (Japan), we will add the category vector Art & Entertainment to the location vector 4b558a35f 964a520eae627e3. Note that the extra category vector has the same dimension as the location vector 2 . In this way, locations of the same type and those are geographically near, or often visited successively by users will be closer in the shared embedding space.
C. User Preference Learning 1) Next Visit: We assume that users' preferences do not change significantly within the short-term. To keep track of a given user's preference at his/her next visit, we adopt a time-decay manner to compute it based on the embeddings of his/her past visits. If a location is visited by this user more recently, it becomes more important and is therefore assigned a higher weight. The preference of a given user u s next visit is calculated in the form of exponential decay:
where C u is the collection of all u s check-in records, and e v i is the vector representation of location v i . Note that, the checkins in C u are ranked according to their check-in timestamps in an increasing order.
2) Future Visit at A Given Time: When a specific time t is given (in hours), we can calculate the target user u's preference at that time based on his/her past visits. Here, we count the frequency of the location the user has visited during time window t in the training dataset, and then use the normalized frequency as the weight to calculate his/her preference embedding.
where |C u t | is the number of u's check-ins during time window t in his/her historical records, f v u is the frequency of location v being visited by this user during time window t, and e v is the vector representation of location v.
D. Prediction
We designed two specific methods to predict user's future check-in location in this work. The first method is inspired from the k-nearest neighbor approach (KNN). In the prediction step, the cosine similarity 3 between the target user and all the candidate locations is calculated. Locations that are most similar to the target user are given as the prediction result.
Considering that users tend to visit places that are geographically nearby to each other, we further incorporate a distance factor using kernel density estimation in the prediction step. For each location in the prediction list calculated by KNN method above, we add a normalized distance factor to it (KNN + KDE) according to the following equation.
where ς(x) is the standard normal distribution function, σ is the optimal bandwidth and σ ≈ 1.06 σ|C u | 1 5 according to [22] , in which σ is the standard deviation of distance between locations in C u . This distance factor takes into account the impact of each location in the users' historical records, on the candidate location. The closer the candidate location is to historical check-ins, the higher the probability of it being visited in the future. In this way, we further strengthen the effect of geographical influence on the final location prediction results given by the location embeddings.
V. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments are conducted on a PC workstation with an Intel Core i7-6700 processor, 24G RAM and 64-bit Ubuntu operating system. The experimentation software is written in Python.
A. Datasets
In this work, we use three public real-world GSN datasets: NYC, TKY, and CA for experimental evaluation. All the datasets are crawled from Foursquare, where NYC stands for New York (USA), TKY stands for Tokyo (Japan) and CA represents California (USA), respectively. The former two datasets NYC and TKY are collected by [37] , and the third dataset CA is collected by [25] . For all the three datasets, we remove the less frequent users and locations from each dataset to ensure that each user has at least 10 check-ins, and each location has been visited by at least 10 users. The statistics of the selected datasets are shown in Table I . 
B. Comparison Models
As existing research that can predict both users' next checkin location and users' future check-in location at anytime is quite rare, we will compare our model with several state-ofthe-art models on these two tasks separately.
1) Comparison Models For Next Location Prediction:
We compare our model against the following state-of-the-art models on next check-in location task:
• Most Popular Locations (MPL1): this model is often selected as a baseline. For prediction, the most popular location in the given user's check-in history is listed as the result.
• Geo-Recency Model (GRM) [21] : this model infuses georecency information into a non-negative matrix factorization model, and uses the reconstructed user matrix for location prediction.
• PRME-G [28] : this model embeds user and location into the same latent space to capture the user transition patterns. The geographical influence is incorporated in PRME-G through a simple coefficient. We use the recommended settings of 60 dimensions as given in their paper.
• Graph based Embedding (GE) [6] : this model jointly learns the embeddings of locations, regions, time slots, and auxiliary metadata (i.e. category information) in one common hidden space. The final score of each candidate location is calculated by a linear combination of the inner products for these contextual factors. We use the best hyper-parameters reported in their paper.
2) Comparison Models For Anytime Location Prediction:
We compare our model against the following state-of-the-art models on anytime check-in location task:
• Most Popular Locations (MPL2): this model selects the most popular locations during the given time window as the result.
• Multi-feature Model (MfM) [17] : it employs a set of predictive features including user mobility feature, global mobility feature and temporal features to form a supervised learning framework. To exploit the union of these features, a decision tree is trained to compute the ranking score of each candidate location.
• UCGT [24] : this is a collective Bayesian generative model for user check-in behavior prediction. Based on the discovered communities, we can predict a user's future check-in location considering his spatial-temporal preferences. For UCGT model, we set the number of communities to be 40 and the number of topics to be 30 to achieve the best performance.
C. Evaluation Metrics
Given historical check-in records C u of user u, we rank them according to their check-in timestamps. Then, we use the first 80% check-ins as the training data, the following 10% check-ins as the validation data to tune the model hyperparameters, and the last 10% check-ins as the testing data.
Two metrics from different aspects are leveraged to evaluate the performance of location prediction in this work. The first metric is Average P ercentile Rank (AP R), which is often used to measure the extent how a future check-in location can be highly ranked [17, 30] . For each single prediction case, the metric is equal to 1 when the location to be visited is ranked first, and it linearly decreases to 0 when the correct location is ranked at the bottom of the list. The calculation method is as follows.
where |L| is the total number of candidate locations and rank(k) is the rank of the ground-truth location in the list. We average all the prediction cases as the final result. The second metric is Accuracy@N , which is often used to evaluate the accuracy of prediction or recommendation tasks [6, 38] . We successfully predict the future check-in location for a user only when we rank that location in the top-N list. The calculation method is as follows.
where #hit@N denotes the number of hits in the whole test set. Again, the final result is the average value over all test instances. First of all, we adopt the proposed KNN approach to evaluate the effect of α, which is used to balance the geographical influence and sequential relation between two locaitons. With the other variables d and w remaining fixed, we find that different α values have very similar effects on the prediction results (for example, in the next check-in location prediction task, APR metric on NYC dataset is consistently in the range of [0.770,0.773] when α varies). Basically, the closer the value of α is to 0, the higher the predictive performance of the model. The best performance is achieved when the balanc-ing coefficient α = 0 for both prediction scenarios, which means no geographical influence factor is exploited at all in model training. This suggests that the geographical influence and the sequential relation do not contain complementary information in the embedding process. In other words, the geographical influence may be encoded within the sequential relation. An intuitive fact may support the above finding, that is, when a user is to visit the next place, he/she will most likely choose a location nearby, rather than a place faraway. Toward the dimension of location embeddings, we find that increasing the value of d improves the performance in terms of APR metric for both prediction tasks. The effect of the increase is obvious when this parameter is less than 40, and it achieves relatively stable performance when d is in the range of [80, 100] . In most cases, except for predicting next location on NYC dataset, the best results are obtained when the dimension of location vectors reaches the maximal value 100. It is stated in [26] that bigger vector dimension can lead to more accurate performance, but requires more data and more training time. Considering that the total number of locations in these datasets are relatively limited, we do not need to increase vector dimensions. As for the window size, which assigns the maximum distance between the current location and the surrounding locations during model training, we find that different window sizes have little effect on the final results of both prediction tasks. For rigorous consideration, we finally choose the window sizes that produce relatively better performance. The best parameter combination for both prediction scenarios is reported in Table II. To visually illustrate the effect of our model, we plot the vector representation of all locations in the three datasets using t-SNE algorithm [39] , which is an efficient dimensionality reduction algorithm for visualization. For all datasets, the Figure 2 suggests that locations of the same type cluster well for all three datasets. Although the clustering effect in CA dataset is not as obvious as that in NYC dataset and TKY dataset, the result is still acceptable considering that California has a much larger geographical scope and more specific locations than New York City and Tokyo. As we learn the location embeddings by incorporating sequential relation, geographical influence and semantic information in an unified manner, this observation verifies our assumption that locations of the same type, those that are geographically nearby, and those visited successively by users will be closer situated within the embedding space.
D. Results and
2) Analysis of Experimental Results: Next, we compare our model with other approaches in terms of top-N location predictions. Note that we only show the performance when N = {1, 5, 10} since a greater value of N does not make sense in real application scenarios. We show the comparison results among multiple models on next location prediction task in Table III , in which the first two methods KN N and KN N +KDE are implemented based on our Venue2Vec model, followed by other comparison models. The best results are highlighted in bold font on each metric. As we can see, the two proposed prediction methods based on Venue2Vec model outperform other models significantly, which means our model can generally rank the true location at a higher position in the candidate list compared against other models. This observation demonstrates the superiority and effectiveness of the proposed Venue2Vec model on next location prediction task. Also, when we incorporate the distance factor using kernel density estimation for next location prediction (i.e. KN N +KDE), it can produce a better result than if only considering user preference (i.e. KN N ). Considering that in the training process, the best performance of Venue2Vec model is achieved when geographical influence factor was ignored (α = 0), here we see that prediction process is actually improved by incorporating the distance factor.
Similar results can also be found in Table IV , where the comparison on anytime location prediction task is summarized. As can be seen from Table IV, although UCGT model performs slightly better than KN N , the best performance is still achieved by KN N +KDE. In addition, we can see that the metric values of anytime location prediction are generally lower than that of next location prediction. This is because the calculation of a user's preference at a given future time only considers his/her historical check-in records during the given time window, which essentially leads to a sparse profile of the user. In contrast, the calculation of a user's preference at next visit takes into account all his/her historical checkin data through the time-decay manner, which avoids the instability of the prediction results brought by this kind of data sparseness to some extent. From the aforementioned experimental results, we can also observe that the location prediction method KN N +KDE based on Venue2Vec model has outstanding performance in the metric Acc@1, which has significant commercial value corresponding to practical application. Considering that we can rank a location a user will visit in the future at the Top-1 position, it is a remarkable performance as there are tens of thousands places to be ranked in a city. In summary, the location prediction techniques based on the proposed Venue2Vec model show effectiveness and superiority in both user location prediction scenarios.
We further analyze the effectiveness of our model within different time intervals during a day. We divide the time of day into 24 ordered hours, and study the location prediction performance of Venue2Vec model over time intervals in two user location prediction tasks. To make the analysis universal, we display the result curve in terms of Acc@1 computed by the prediction method KN N +KDE on each dataset in Figure 3 . The prediction accuracy during daytime is generally higher than that during night time. In most cases, the best performance appears in the 8th hour in the morning and the 19th hour in the afternoon. This is likely due to regular activities such as taking public transportation during these time intervals, however, when people finish work, they tend to have more personalized activities in the evening which can be much harder to predict. Also, the location prediction accuracy based on NYC and TKY datasets is significantly higher than that based on CA. This is because the first two datasets only cover users' check-in data in a single city, while the CA covers the check-in data of users throughout the state of California, hence a broader geographical scope. Under the premise that the data size of per user is not much different, the check-in data in CA is more sparse, which results in lower predictability. We also summarize the location prediction performance of two tasks in terms of Acc@1 for both weekdays (from Monday to Friday) and weekends (Saturday and Sunday) in Table V. As can be seen, the location prediction accuracy in weekdays is significantly higher than that at weekends. This is likely because people's mobility at weekends is uncertain compared with that in weekdays. They tend to take relatively unusual activities like sporting and hiking at weekends, rather than regular activities such as travelling to work on weekdays. 3) Analysis on Cold-start Problems: As many new pointof-interests (e.g. restaurants and shops) are emerging every day in our real life and many new users who have not got any preference history are joining the Geo-social networks, location prediction under such cold-start conditions is becoming indispensable. Here, we evaluate the performance of Venue2Vec model for cold-start scenario. It is worth noting that since each dataset is preprocessed to retain only active users and locations (see Section 5.1), we therefore randomly select 100 inactive users that were excluded from the training dataset for evaluation. For evaluation purpose, when we select these inactive users, we restrict that all the locations they have visited in their historical check-in records be included in the training set.
For Venue2Vec model, when calculating users' preference under cold-start condition, we adopt the following way for both location prediction tasks: if the target user has only one check-in record, we take the average preference of all active users in the training dataset as his/her preference; and if the target user has more than one check-in records, we still calculate his/her preference according to the proposed methods in Section 4.3. The experimental results in terms of Acc@1 are shown in Figure 4 . We can observe that, for next user location prediction task, the performance of Venue2Vec model is higher than that of GRM and PRME-G under cold start conditions, but GE performs equivalent and even slightly better than Venue2Vec model. This is mainly because GE model can still learn vector representations for cold-start users by embedding them into the shared latent space. Indeed, GE model leverages not only the geographical influence and semantic information, but also the sequential relation as well as the temporal cyclic effect lying in users' check-in data. In contrast, GRM and PRME-G can only use the geographical information. For anytime user location prediction task, however, Venue2Vec model performs consistently better than its competitors. This suggests that incorporating multiple contextual factors is positive for alleviating the cold-start problem in anytime location prediction. In general, the proposed Venue2Vec model has certain advantages for cold-start scenario. 
4) Analysis of Time Efficiency:
Apart from having desirable prediction performance, the proposed Venue2Vec model is also time efficient as it can be scalable using a parallel implementation. The location sequence sampling process and model training as well as model testing can be easily parallelized on multicore machines. In terms of the sampling process, several random walkers in different threads can simultaneously explore different parts of the location network. As we mentioned in Section 4.1, since the sampling steps are flexible to small changes in the network structure without the need for global re-computation, the overall location prediction model can be time efficient. For model training, a multi-worker similar to Python word2vec multiprocessing 5 is adopted to parallelize the location embedding process. For model testing, as we predict the location of each check-in record per user in the testing data separately, it can be naturally parallelizable.
We compare the time consumption of Venue2Vec model and other comparison models during model training and testing. For the sake of fairness, we ignore the time consumption during the preparation process such as data preprocessing and location sampling (because only Venue2Vec model involves sampling steps). The time spent on each dataset using our PC (4 physical cores and 8 threads) to train the model and to predict the check-in location of all target users are presented in Figure 5 . The presented time results for model training are calculated when the best hyper-parameters are fixed for each model. As the next user location prediction task and anytime user location prediction task share the model training stage, we only show the results for next location prediction task. As we can observe, the time consumed by each model for testing on each dataset is almost the same, because each model calculates the cosine similarity between user preference and location vector when predicting users' next check-in location, after which the final result is produced by sorting the userlocation ratings. However, Venue2Vec model consumes much less time than other models during model training due to the multi-worker implementation. It can save up to 80% training time on average using different datasets, which shows that Venue2Vec model is scalable for large-scale GSNs. Comparing to other models that may delay on model updates caused by the expensive time cost of re-running, the proposed Venue2Vec model is superior in terms of time efficiency. 
Venue2Vec
GRM PRME-G GE Venue2Vec GRM PRME-G GE Venue2Vec GRM PRME-G GE 5) Further discussion: Our experimental results reveal the effectiveness and the superiority of the proposed Venue2Vec model. Although we study the location prediction problem only based on three Foursquare datasets, Venue2Vec model has strong generalization ability for all kinds of Geo-social 5 https://rare-technologies.com/parallelizing-word2vec-in-python/ networks since it comprehensively considers various complimentary factors. It is a generic flexible model that can be extended to incorporate other factors, not limited to temporalspatial context, semantic information and sequential relation.
However, there are some deficiencies in our current model. For example, we currently ignore friendship relation when calculating users' preference at next visit and at the future time, however friendships will naturally play an important role in where a user may visit. We also found that the number of unique locations in these experimental datasets is quite limited, which will affect the generalization of the experimental results. Finally, we would like to extent our approach to consider additional user-generated content such as text, pictures, and ratings, that again would likely increase the predictive performance for future use.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we study the problem of users' check-in location prediction in Geo-Social Networks. We present a novel embedding model called Venue2Vec which naturally encodes temporal-spatial context, semantic information as well as sequential relation so as to improve location prediction performance and meanwhile increase the interpretability of the model. We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of our model on three real-world GSN datasets. The results reveal the effectiveness and the superiority of Venue2Vec model. Besides, our model also proves to be time efficient.
As for future work, we can further consider the impact of friendship or community on users' check-in location prediction. Additionally, the multi-modal data such as images, ratings, and textual reviews associated with the locations can be explored.
